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The vibrant flutter of wings 

High above the slash of Spring 

Golly! the holy things it bring 

These rainbow sparkles 

Fill the morning sky so bright 

Makes it too hard to say goodbye! 

If this eternal beauty exists only  

high above in the cloud of dreams 

I dare say, never wake me up 

We can notice her love for clouds that 

Ignites from these elegant wings,dancing in the sky 

This sweet and tender wonder is known as the butterfly. 

 

Kerala 
This beautiful little province 

From the Niagra of India, 

The high range forests to the Back waters bay, 

Dancing in the tune of kathakali and tribal marshal beats of Kallari pattu 

Enjoying thoroughly in any spontaneous day! 

Praying from the holy churches, 



And religious Bhagavat Gita of Brahmin clutches 

All the bags of happiness 

This province happily contains 

From flavours of Savoury spice, 

To big bowls of thoran and rice 

It speaks nothing, of poverty’s wrath. 

In this uniquely harmonious land on Earth 

The treasures this place embed in 

Makes it God’s own country,a canvas from heaven. 

 

The Pen in my Hand 
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The words shall I sow 

shall bear ripe words enow 

My words would never prick 

Rather be a band-aid on a blister 

My words shall never pretend 

They are real as they rise from within 

I might play with words 

which shall dare not juggle with  emotions 

My words shall enrich a smile 

build a wall of realism 



weave a blanket if nostalgia 

but never shall crack heart 

My life flows on the paper as the ink 

the pen and paper are my comrades 

for the perennial love for broken hearts 

                           MY MOTHER 
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There is no other   

 like my mother,  

She is very neat 

She is very sweet  

She gave me life,  

Nurtured me, taught me, helped me, shouted at me, kissed me,  

but most importantly loved me unconditionally  

She'll will love me till the end 

She'll always  be my friend 

These are not enough words I can describe just how important my 

 "Mother " is…..  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 THE CHANGING TECHNOLOGY AND MEANS OF COMMUNICATION 
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‘TECHNOLGY AND COMMUNICATION’these two words have created a great impact and revolution in our 

day to day lives. These two things have been changing from generations to generations. 

During the Palaeolithic age people used to communicate through symbols or body gestures. After, some 

years of development the utilization of animals for the purpose of communication started like the use of 

trained pigeons to send messages to far places. Then after some period of time the practice of writing and 

sending letters to either officials or dear ones was done at a large scale. Then we had post offices built and 

various types of means to send letters to others. After a long period of time Alexander Graham Bell created 

a great revolution in the history of communication and technology by inventing the first ever telephone 

which was so useful in calling people in far places by just dialling numbers on the speed dial and talking to 

our dear ones.In the 21st century this modern period the touch screen smart phones were invented. This 

created a huge breakthrough in the history of technology. It was helpful in numerous ways like sending 

messages to others in a fraction of second, saving time and labour, ordering things from online, get the 

answers to your questions by Google, watching educational videos, getting to know the world, sending 

emails etc. Nowadays there are a great variety of smart phones which includes a no. of useful features like 

huge space for storage, water resistant touch screens, good camera quality, save many contacts without 

needing to mug up numbers. 
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Jenna was a rich but foolish girl. She would trust strangers and was careless with her money. 

  One day, Jenna visited the town .There she saw a café. It was warm and beautiful it smelled of coffee and 

cake. Jenna decided to buy the café. She asked a man nearby, “Excuse me sir, I want to buy this café in a 

hundred gold coins. Where can I find the owner?” 

The man said, “I am the owner. Give me the gold and the café is yours.” Thus, he took the money and went 

away. 

Jenna happily walked inside the café and announced that she was the new owner of the café.  

A lady exclaimed that the café was hers! Jenna was taken aback. Now she realised that the man was a liar 

and had cheated her. 

MORAL – Be careful of who you trust. 


